
Infinite Block Tech Introduces Newly Added
Features For Their White Label Cryptocurrency
Exchange Software

Features of white label exchange software

CALIFORNIA CITY, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, July 28, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Infinite Block

Tech is a prominent name in the

blockchain and cryptocurrency

development solutions domain. The

company is  known for its white label

cryptocurrency exchange software

solutions. The last few years have been

very promising and progressive for the

cryptosphere, and we’ve seen

unprecedented technological

advancements and transformation.

Owing to that, the company has

announced a new set of features for its white label exchange software to keep up with the

current market trends and further enhance their user experience by making the whole exchange

process easier and efficient. 

“With virtual currencies and virtual currency exchanges becoming the future, and holding a long-

term promise, we strive to offer our end customers a speedy, secure, efficient, and effective

payment system along with progressive solutions that will help them get ahead in the market” - a

spokesperson from Infinite Block Tech said.

The evolution of cryptocurrency exchanges is far-reaching. Initially, exchanges were set in motion

just with an idea of providing the most basic infrastructure, a platform enabling customers to

buy and sell their cryptos. But in today’s scenario, the digital realm has evolved so drastically that

investors have started looking for more advanced, present-day solutions to attain global

supremacy, competency, and convenient ways to boost profit returns! This shift led to the

emergence of new advanced technology and features. 

Thus, the company’s latest upgraded features for their white label cryptocurrency exchange

software include the integration of trading bots, leverage/margin trading options, spot trading

options, social/copy trading, market-making, futures contract/derivative trading, OTC (Over The
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Counter) trading, multi-account management, firewall/firebase implementation, third-party

application development, enhanced risk management strategies and security protocols, etc. 

“ We are continually seeking opportunities to experiment with new technology solutions and

revamp our software to help our customers keep up to speed and attract more potential

investors for the exchange. Our aim is to achieve a win-win for both our customers and our

business as well.” - The spokesperson added. 

At present, the volume of cryptocurrency users is expanding tremendously. According to

Bitcoin.com, there are more than 5,000 cryptocurrencies currently prevailing in the market and

over 20,000 types of markets. This clearly states that the demand for more cryptocurrency

exchanges will continue growing. Therefore, investing in a white label exchange software is

undoubtedly lucrative, ensuring a future full of promise.
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